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Evangelist Claudio Alejandro Correa 
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facebook.com/c.alejandro.correa 

Email: c.alejandro.correa@gmail.com 

 
Comodoro Rivadavia, 5 de Abril de 2019 

 
 

Dear brothers, I want to greet you all, hoping that upon receipt of this letter you will all be 
well blessed by our beloved God and the Lord Jesus. 

 
Before sharing the work done in the work of the Lord I wanted to share some personal 

issues first: 
 

 
-  R E P O R T  -  

 
Evangelism in the  zone of north Argentina: 
 
Thank God in the month of February I was able to travel with my wife, Sandra Schmidt, to the north 
of Argentina. The trip was for recreational purposes but the same (and as I always do every time I 
go somewhere) take the opportunity to work in evangelism, distributing invitations and treaties in 
hand or leaving them in mailboxes at home. Also take advantage of posting flyers on public roads 
and placing posters where I invite people to study at a distance (As you will see in the photos 
attached below) 
 
In the cities I have visited, mainly in the province of Jujuy and city of Salta, unfortunately there is no 
congregation of the church of Christ. When you give out invitations and talk about the gospel note 
that many people are interested in listening, others broke and cried when they heard that God 
could give you a new opportunity. Others raised their reality that in the absence of place as the 
Scripture teaches (the church of Christ) they have to end up in sects worshiping God, and others 
were indifferent. Unfortunately I do not have the financial means to stay, but at least some I have 
been able to speak personally and many left some treaty. 
  
 
Evangelism in Potosí (Bolivia): 
 
Taking advantage of the fact that I was in northern Argentina, I was able to travel to the city of 
Yococalla in Potosí (Bolivia). There lives Felipa, the mother of a Bolivian brother who congregates 
here in the church of Christ in Comodoro Rivadavia. We spent four days there and I was able to 
share the gospel with three people, among them a man who is the preacher of an evangelical 
church there, to whom I also give the biblical course that I offer to study. They were interested in 
hearing more and were to go again in another opportunity, to talk to them with more time if God 
allows him to return. 
  
Evangelism in Comodoro Rivadavia – Sarmiento: 
 
In Comodoro Rivadavia we continue distributing invitations and treaties to people on public roads. 
In the city of Sarmiento (120 km from Comodoro Rivadavia) I went to share in gospel with the 
family of my brother in the flesh (Fabián, Patricia and Priscilla). Also in that city, place a new sign 
on the public road, inviting people to read the Bible and study it.  
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Church of Christ in Comodoro Rivadavia:  Here are four men who are responsible for helping in 
the preaching and Bible studies Franco del Arco, Christian Álvarez, Ángel Bravo and Pedro Nuñez. 
Therefore we take turns to do this work. 
 
These men are firm and have knowledge of the scriptures that is why I take advantage of going to 
other places, with the approval of the local church to see if we can spread to other places the 
kingdom of the Lord.  
 
Some preachings that I shared on Sunday (in both congregations) were:  
 

- The necessity to prepare for death. 
 

- What must I do to be saved? 
 

- Series of three Sundays based on Remembering the blessings of God (Psalm 103: 1-5) 
-   

Bible Studies in Rawson and Comodoro Rivadavia: Death - Where do we go after we die? - 

What happens to the soul? 

 
Future trip to Salta and Formosa:  
 
Salta: On April 8, I will be traveling with my wife, God willing, to Metan, which is a city in the 
province of Salta. In this city I found out that there are and there were brothers in the faith. 
Currently only two people meet the preacher and a blind man blind years. 
 
When I went to the north for the first time I thought about joining them, so I asked a brother who 
visited them once if he knew where they met and a number to talk on the phone. This brother gave 
me the cell phone number of a brother of Metan but just this had stopped meeting. In the talks with 
this brother at first I thought the church had dissolved, but then talking more about the work there, 
he tells me that he "believed" that the preacher and a blind brother were still meeting. For which I 
got the number of the brother who preaches and in fact they were still doing only the two of them. 
But this brother told me his situation and discouragement was felt in his speech. Which is why I 
promised to visit them. 
 
The purpose of this trip is to visit the two brothers who continue to meet and see the brother who 
left to congregate and others in order to encourage and help them in the work of evangelism there 
in order to encourage them to continue faithful to the Lord. despite the circumstances.  
 
Formosa: On my first trip, a brother from Buenos Aires, knowing that I was in the north of 
Argentina, informed me that in the province of Formosa there was a sister who was baptized in the 
church of Derqui. And she asked me if I could go see her since this sister had some contacts 
apparently interested there. On that trip I could not go for the short time since I was traveling to 
Bolivia (as reported above) and I had taken the lap with a fixed date and I could not change the 
ticket. Then, taking advantage of the trip to see the brothers in Salta, I made the effort to visit this 
sister in Formosa. The distance between Metan and Formosa is more than 1000 km. 
 
This trip will cost me part with the help of the church of Christ in Comodoro Rivadavia and the rest 
of my own pocket. I pray your prayers for these evangelism trips  
 

Financial Support: It is the same that I have been receiving for years, without variation of 

amount, being those that help me two churches and a family from the USA. 
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Brothers, I pray your prayers, for me, for my family (Sandra, Karina and Maximiliano), for 

the church in Comodoro Rivadavia, Rawson. Also for the work that I am doing and for the Lord to 

open doors for evangelism in the areas where his Word has been sown and so that eventually I 

have the financial means to go to those places. 

 

I say goodbye to you, thanking you enormously for your help and wishing you the richest 

blessings. 

Evanglistic work in Jujuy (Argentina) 

 

Placing fliers in Tilcara 
(Jujuy) 

 
I 

El Bolsón (Rio Negro – Argentina) 

 

La Quiaca (Jujuy) 
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- 

Preaching: speaking to two people in Yococalla 

(Bolivia). The man is is a preacher in an evangelical 

church. 

 


